**Faith**

**Type and Color** - Seedless table grape; blue when fully mature.

**Date of Release** - 2012; plant patent applied for.

**Berry Flavor** - Mostly neutral flavor with slight fruity flavor in some observations; 19% soluble solids.

**Berry Size** - Medium Large, 4 grams.

**Berry Texture** - Non-slipskin.

**Cluster Size** - From 150 to 250 grams.

**Yield** - Moderate

**Maturity Date** - Early ripening in late July to early August with *Jupiter*.

**Hardiness** - Good, likely comparable to *Jupiter*.

**Comments** - Intended for use in the local market for the early season providing a neutral flavor. Good resistance to fruit cracking. Should compliment ‘Jupiter’ in the early local market. Negative aspects include uneven set in some years resulting in reduced cluster fill, occasional seed traces in some years, and occasionally slight skin astringency.